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WONDER DECK
MARCH 1915, $5/$1 ($107/$23)

Whether through hubris or a genuine feeling that his next gimmicked deck was worth five times the price of the Dollar
Deck, DeLand prepared The Wonder Deck for release in 1915 at the astonishing price of $5 per deck, equal to over $100
today. I think it’s clear from subsequent events that DeLand realized this was folly quite late in production, after the instructions were printed, and lowered the price to $1.
Half a year after the ad for the “Quadruple Color Changing Card” had appeared, the March 1915 issue of The Sphinx carried the first of three ads by Clyde Powers touting DeLand’s new Wonder Deck. The ads in March and April identified it as
the Wonder “Deck,” but the third in May called it the “Wonder ‘Cards’.” DeLand copyrighted the deck on April 15 with the

Clyde Powers advertised DeLand’s Wonder Deck in The Sphinx for three successive months in the spring of 1915: March, April, and May.

title “De Land’s Wonder Cards.” No other company advertised the Wonder Deck except Gamages in London (the latter on
June 1915 for 4/6, 4 shillings and 6 pence, roughly equal to slightly more than $1). DeLand claimed that three different
qualities of decks were being printed: plain finish $1 ($23), celluloid finish $1.50 ($32); air-cushion $2 ($46). Only five
examples of the plain finish have been located—the total number known to survive.
The Wonder Deck has an odd back design, with “a fan,” as DeLand calls it, repeated endlessly in rows. One of the lines on
the fan is thicker than the others, and these lines bleed off the long sides of the cards. By beveling the deck slightly, this thick
line creates a mark in a different spot for each and every card. You don’t see the marks on the edges when the deck is square,
or when the bevel is too great and the cards are spread. But at a specific angle of the bevel, the marks light up along the edges
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of the cards. By memorizing
their locations, once the
deck has been shuffled you
can cut to any card named.
Or, if you are cutting for
high card with an opponent, once you’ve seen his
card, you can always cut to
a higher one.
In addition, the cards
function

as

a

normal

marked deck, where a quick
glance at the back of any
card identifies it via the
thick line and its location
on the back.
There aren’t many tricks

The Sphinx advertisement which appeared in May 1915.

you can do with the Wonder
Deck’s edge-reading capabilities as evidenced by DeLand’s sparse instructions (particularly when compared to the multiple-page instruction booklet for the Dollar Deck in which half a dozen different routines are explained).

DeLand’s Wonder Cards
Copyright 1915 by Theodore L. DeLand
The $5.00 Deck (Most Expensive Cards in the World)
For Professional Magicians Use
Printed in nine languages with proper cards for all nations.
The Invention of Mr. Theodore L. DeLand of Philadelphia, America
THIS pack of cards is sold to you for the sole purpose of use for legitimate magical entertaining and under no consideration is it to be used for gambling or dishonest purposes.
DIRECTIONS
To enable you to cut any card desired, hold the pack in your left hand and with the thumb and fingers of the right hand,
commence to feel the top and bottom edges as if you had a sensitive touch and could discover the location of every card by
feeling. This is only an excuse for pushing the cards slightly over.
You will note that the left edge is divided into four sections by the handles of five of the little fans on each back. These
sections you must remember as indicating the four suits, commencing at the top as Diamonds, Clubs, Hearts, Spades.
(DeLand’s Cards Have Superiority.)
Each fan has five braces and a faint image from these braces form lines running across the left edge of the pack when the
cards are slightly pushed to the right.
Each line indicates a certain card as in illustration. The last two lines in each section have nothing to do with the trick,
except the last line in the Club section which indicates the Joker. The shaded line indicates the desired card.
When a card is named, look at the desired place on the shifted edge of the pack and the shaded line forms a little white
speck, shining like a star in the sky. Cut the pack at this speck and you can rest assured that you cut the right card.
It makes no difference if some of the cards are turned around; the same set of signals run up on the right edge and naturally come in place when the card is reversed.
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Left: The back design of the Wonder Deck. Right: The marks are readily revealed on the edges of the cards when the deck is slightly beveled.

These cards are all made having one end narrower than the other. If you have the pack with all the narrow ends one way
and ask someone to select any card, turn the pack around when the person looks at the selected card and when it is placed
back its wide end comes even with the narrow ends of the pack. Give the pack a shuffle and hold it behind you for a moment. Run your fingers along the edges and the selected card will easily come out,
NOTICE: This pack of cards will be mailed to any address upon receipt of ($5.00 American Gold) (1£ English) and is sold
only to high class professional magicians.

A Wonder Deck and, on the right, the more common of the two styles of card case.
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Remarkably, even though there seem to be only five
Wonder Decks extant, there are two versions, each with
a different card case and Ace of Spade design. Both of
the card cases and Jokers use the name “Wonder Deck,”
while all extant instruction sheets refer to them as “Wonder Cards.”
The Wonder Deck is among the rarest of all decks ever
printed in the United States. Why this is so remains a
mystery (though a letter from DeLand helps to clarify
things a bit). In The Conjurors’ Magazine, Walter Gibson
wrote, “According to DeLand, it was this Ace of Spades
[with a skull and crossbones] that caused the packs to
disappear as fast as did their marks. DeLand told me
that after the first batch of ‘Wonder Packs’ were sold, he
received a large order from Europe calling for an Ace of
Spades with a special design of skull, crossbones, and
scimitar. The design looked intriguing so he adopted it
as a standard. Later, DeLand stated, reports floated in
from Europe of huge sums lost at ‘cutting cards’ in the
larger gambling casinos. Edge readers had been planted
there for that purpose, but when the swindle was discovered, the mysterious Ace of Spades was its own warning that the victims could expect no redress, because it
was the symbol of a notorious black-hand society that
had engineered the game. DeLand added that this was
why he had taken the pack off the market and that he
A printer’s proof of the back design of the Wonder Deck.

destroyed all the plates.”

Left: The rare R.D. Wilson card case. Right: The printing on the back of both variants of the card case is identical.
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